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where agriculture is still more important.   In Russia three fourths of the
people are peasants; in India and China the proportion is even larger.
< Thus plants and animals, through agriculture, determine the mode of life
\ ifind the prosperity of at least three fifths of the world's inhabitants.
U
How the Nature of the Vegetati** Determines the Character of
Agriculture
Although the farmer uses both plants and animals, plants are much
the more important because animals as well as men depend upon them
for food. The full importance of plants, however, does not appear until
we also realize that the differences in agriculture from region to region
depend largely on the different kinds of plants which the climate and soil
permit. The man who clears the tropical jungle cannot possibly raise the
same crops as the one who lives in the far north where a growing season
of only three months permits little save barley to be raised. Nor can he
plant and reap his crops in the same way, or use the same variety of ani-
mals. So, too, the man who lives in the fertile grass lands of the prairie
raises corn, wheat, horses, and cows, while the one who inhabits a hot
desert oasis raises millet, dates, camels, and goats. What the chestnut and
olive are to the Spanish peasant, the breadfruit tree is to the scantily
clad inhabitant of the tropical Marquesas Islands in the South Pacific.
Even in the same latitude the parts of Yucatan that favor the growth of
sisal give rise to a kind of farming different from that which prevails in
the wetter regions where rubber trees and cacao thrive. The Lapp who
raises reindeer does so because the vegetation that will grow in his cold
northern region will support few other highly useful kinds of animals,
and will not furnish crops that man can eat. In all these casesj/egetation
is the chief factor in determining how the people get a living. ~ *
The Three Great Types of Vegetation
Since plants are the most important factor in the lives of such a vast
number of people, we must understand the variations of natural vegeta-
tion and the causes of their distribution. The ordinary plants that form
the earth's garment of vegetation may be^divided into three great groups:
(1) trees; (2) pushes, scrub, and woody perennials; and (3) grasses and
other herbaceous forms. Without this varied garment o£ vegetation the
lands of the earth would be as barren as the moon with its wastes of deso-
lation. While soil and relief have much to do with the local distribution,
of these three groups, their general distribution over the world as a whole
dcpend^.chiefly upon two climatic factors: (a) the length of the season
warm enough for growth; and (b) disproportion of tW
c is moisture enough to promote growth.

